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Metrology applications of QHE - Quantum conductors

Jezouin, et al. Quantum limit of heat flow across a single electronic channel. Science, 2013
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production

Substrates kindly provided by PTB   



Quantum Hall effect under Corbino structures
To explore thermoelectric properties in GaAs at QHE regimes.
 Experimental measurement of thermoelectric coefficients, possible aplications in temperature
standards. 

Corbino
Thermal voltage perpendicular 
to the heat flow in the QHE regime

Kobayakawa et al. Diffusion Thermopower of Quantum 
Hall States Measured in Corbino Geometry. 2013  
http://dx.doi.org/10.7566/JPSJ.82.053702

SdH oscillations
One could use this change as a       

temperature sensor xx ~ e-/kBT

Substrates kindly provided by the Max Plank Institute-
Stuttgart.



Robust control theory applied in CCCs

Benefits
1) Model measurement systems
2) Guarantee the bridge stability
3) Increase the system bandwidth
In DC measurement, this allows faster current
reversals
4) Improve the signal to noise ratio
5) Reduce the effect of distortion that can 
increase the std deviation or saturate the detector

The transfer function of a CCC was
improved with robust control

The detector output noise was reduced



Waveform metrology based on spectrally pure Josephson voltages – (EMPIR-QuADC)

Diagram kindly provided by NPL





The INTI frequency comb, a pumped laser (a diode  
laser of solid state) and a Ti-Za cavity, (an oscillator of 
femtoseconds (GIJAJET 20)) with a pulse repetition 
rate of 1GHz (± 20 MHz), pulse duration <50 fs.

Frequency comb - Optical link The goal

 Link the optical frequency to the 
Cs frequency

 The meter realization

 Transfer a traceable frequency
through an optical link

Scheme

Ti-Sapphire laser 
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Strategic Plan 2018-2023

Besides de current projects:

1. Single photon radiometry (cooperation with the Defense Research Center)

2. Optical  clock (cooperation with the National University of Buenos Aires)

3. Photonic Thermometry



Thank you !


